
Customs@Tax

The tasks of Customs@Tax are to collect customs, tax and other duties totalling the amount of DKK 600 billion annually.
With one of the world’s highest taxation levels, it is of great importance that the way this takes place is administratively
simple for the individual and gives a good certainty that the individual pays what he/she is due to pay to society - neither
more nor less.

Customs@Tax employs the equivalent to 5,600 full-time employees and is organised in 30 regions - 8 of which have
customs tasks in addition to tax and duties - and a central administration, which is responsible for the overall planning
and administration as well as case work and issuing of rules.

Creating knowledge

Customs@Tax is a knowledge intensive organisation. Previously, it was largely based on internal education systems,
but in recent years the recruiting strategy has been changed so that the number of academic staff has increased from
approximately 200 to 800 employees. Similarly, in the field of education, we have seeked to make the existing national
education system more useful to us. In partnership with business schools we have designed a  bachelor degree aimed at
the fields of taxes and duties.

Our internal education system is undergoing changes. Less and less importance is attached to traditional forms of
education to the advantage of on-the-job training and similar.

Measuring knowledge

The last 4 years we have been working with a competence account, which on the overall level is aimed at ensuring that
we have the necessary competence, and what action areas are important to Customs@Tax on an overall level. On a
local level, the competence account is a tool for the individual executive to measure his present competence level and
his competence needs. This will enable him to plan education for the individual employee in connection with an annual
employee appraisal interview, or, in connection with new recruitment, to draw up a competence profile of the
competen-ces he should recruit.

The competence level is measured in a "pie chart" and consists of an assessment - not of  the knowledge of an
individual - but of what level the individual is able to perform a task at, e.g. simple case work, advanced case work and
helping/assisting colleagues.

The competence "pies" are computed in relation to active/passive/dormant competence, which gives a great amount of
information about teaching environment, etc.

The competence level of each individual employee is established once a year in connection with the employee appraisal
interview. Prior to the interview, the employee is to make a self evaluation of his competence level, and at the interview
the employee and his immediate superior then come to an agreement on the competence level. Every second year they
are to make an evaluation of the future competence need -  on a 4-year term.

Connecting knowledge



Knowledge sharing is becoming still more important, partly as a natural part of the general upgrading of employee skills,
but also in connection with decisions, etc.

In Customs@Tax we have established an electronic professional network where employees - in general professional
coordinators - working within the same field have the possibility of consulting each other on professional problems and
issues.

Knowledge sharing is an explicit requirement in order to become a specialist. The ability and want to share knowledge
may show in different ways, for example as professional coordinator, as teacher or in neighbour training. The employees’
abilities to share knowledge are measured once a year at the employee appraisal interview.


